00:41:40 Abigail Conrad:
Is there some Maine coastal location other than Frenchmen's Bay where you could locate
your fish pens?
00:56:38 Kate Harris: If this was already discussed (I was late), please ignore -- are the Atlantic salmon eggs they
proposed to buy from AquaBounty genetically modified (GMO) eggs?
00:58:13 John Correa: Have you done a project on this nature or is this a first.
00:59:36 Minot Weld: Has AA conducted an analysis of the amount of carbon released in boat traffic to and from the
pens from the shore facility? And that of the myriad truck trips to bring supplies in (over country roads) and product out
to market?
01:10:05 Lincoln Millstein: Will this recording be made public?
01:12:11 meredith akerstein: I am new to Maine and this issue. Are the salmon eggs that you plan to use locally
sourced? If not, why not?
01:12:51 Tom Howard: I haven't heard anyone talk about growth hormones or antibiotics, never mind unconsumed
food effluent on top of regular fish waste. All of these things must be on the table, so why aren't the being mentioned?
01:17:30 Ann Hirschhorn: I am not an engineer, but as I understand it, they used the Cormix Model for projections
which is based on one way flow as from a river. The manufacturer itself says in its literature that the model is not
appropriate for tidal waters.
01:22:12 Barb:
What is your plan for ice. Not long ago the Bay would freeze over each winter.
01:30:23 Trey Angera: Norway's climate is very mild for its high latitude, largely because of the gulf stream. The
relatively warm ocean in particular keeps the fjord area relatively warm throughout the winter. Fjords generally don't
freeze over in winter.
01:30:39 Trey Angera: From G-Search.
01:33:21 Tom Howard: If its closed loop system, then why not do it on land?
01:35:26 Kathleen R: tom howard, it is not closed loop at all. 4.1 million gallons go in and back out the same day.
01:36:51 Kathleen R: Is Tom B still the only Maine employee?
01:37:44 Kate Harris: Did you say earlier that closed-containment salmon farming has been going on for decades in
Norway? An August 2021 story in Intrafish, an online industry news source, says that this technology is new to Norway.
01:39:50 Trey Angera: Nice job. Thanks!
01:39:52 meredith akerstein: Thank you all. very informative session. I look forward to May 17 as well.
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